NEW MEMBER PRESENTATION CHECKLIST 2017-2018

1. Does your organization have the date?

2. Where will your show take place?

3. Will there be any items during the show that you are asking for approval to use? (e.g. firelights, fire, ropes, canes, animals, chalk, cages)

4. Does your show have excessive vulgarity and profanity?

5. Does your show have explicit or revealing attire?

6. What is the duration of your show?

7. Will your advisor be present?

8. Are you aware that if your show does not start within 15 minutes of approved time that the show will be cancelled?

9. Will you be providing your new members with water throughout the show?

10. Who will make sure that there is a designated area for parents and visitors?

EXPECTATIONS:
◊ No alcohol ◊ No physical abuse

PLEASE NOTE:
In efforts to create and/or increase unity between Duke’s member chapters Fraternity & Sorority Life is advocating for the elimination of disrespectful language and actions displayed towards any and all Greek organizations during presentation shows. This includes whispering the names of other chapters during the greetings, throwing items at other chapters, mocking another chapter’s gestures, calls, signs, history, and signature steps. The goal of the presentation show should be to show the values of your organization and not downplay the values of another. If instances such as those listed above are reported to Fraternity & Sorority Life the presenting organization will be required to meet with an FSL staff member. Appropriate consequences will be determined on a case-by-case basis.

I understand that it is a privilege to be able to have a new member presentation. If any of the above things listed is done during our show, a staff member from Fraternity and Sorority Life will instruct the contact from the organization that the show must end and sanctions will be imposed upon meeting with the FSL Associate Director.

Organization Contact Signature  FSL Staff Signature  Date
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